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Abstract

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is increasingly
used as a signaling protocol for administrating Voice over
IP (VoIP) phone calls. SIP can be configured in several
ways so that different functional and security requirements
are met. Careless configuration of the SIP protocol is known
to lead to a large set of attacks.

In this paper we show how SIP can be specified in a pro-
tocol centric formal language. Both static analysis and sim-
ulations can be performed on the resulting specifications by
the recently developed tool PROSA. In particular, we ana-
lyze the VoIP architecture of a medium size Norwegian com-
pany, and show that several of the well known threats can
be found.

1 Introduction

It was not until the late 1990s that phone calls over the
Internet reached a significant number of users. The con-
vergence of voice, video and data over the same IP infras-
tructure, reduces installation and maintainance cost since
there is less need for separate networks. However, secur-
ing a VoIP system is challenging: Since VoIP shares the
same infrastructure as traditional data networks, it also in-
herits the security problems of data communication. VoIP
does not have a dominant standard that has been scrutinized
over the years by security researchers. VoIP also has high
requirements to the network with respect to Quality of Ser-
vice since its a duplex communication with low tolerance
for latency, jitter, and packet loss.

Many will likely expect VoIP to meet the same service
level as the Public Switched Telephony System (PSTN),
the traditional circuit-switched telephone networks. People
have become accustomed to 99,999% availability on PSTN
[10].

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [12] is an applica-
tion layer protocol for handling multimedia sessions. SIP is

used to negotiate and establish acontextfor the media flow,
where other protocols are used for the media transport. The
media protocol Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is often
used in combination with SIP. SIP is a text based protocol,
similar to HTTP.

Originally the focus on the SIP specification has been on
functionality for providing additional services rather than
security features [13]. Security was soon recognized to be
an area of further investigation and improvement [2, 4, 6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 we give an introduction to authentication in SIP. In
Section 3, we present the VoIP architecture of the case study
show how the formal specifications can obtained. Section 4,
the formalization of the protocol is presented, including a
formalization of Digest Access Authentication, and the reg-
istration protocol. In Section 5, results from the analysisis
presented, including an example of a call-hijacking attack
on the registration sub-protocol and a description of the ap-
plication of the tool PROSA.

2 Authentication in SIP

Whether a given VoIP configuration is considered secure
depends on two factors: (1) the requirements specified by
the given security policy for a particular installation, and
(2) whether these requirements are covered by the imple-
mented security mechanisms. The security requirements for
telephony connections depends on the application area: for
some companies might connectivity be enough, while oth-
ers would require strong confidentiality, integrity and au-
thenticity.

According to the RFC3261 [12], there are three ways
to configure SIP authentication: plaintext authentication,
weak authentication, and strong authentication. Plaintext
authentication sends the authentication credentials unpro-
tected. Weak authentication is an adaptation of the HTTP
Digest Access Authentication [7] that requires a shared se-
cret between the two participants. Strong authentication
uses certificates in the same way as web browsers and
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Figure 1. Scenario for VoIP architecture.

servers use them. Since it is currently common to use weak
authentication, our paper discusses only Digest Access Au-
thentication.

Digest Access Authentication method works like this:
When receiving a request, the server may challenge the
client with a randomnonce. The client then hashes the
nonce, secret password, username and other parameters.
The server, upon receiving the hash from the client, does
the same computation and compares the two results. If
the server generated hash equals the one received from the
client, the client is authenticated.

The digest authentication provides message authentica-
tion and replay protection only. It does not cover mes-
sage integrity or confidentiality and does not provide strong
authentication when compared to the Kerberos protocol or
other public key based mechanism, see for instance [11].

3 Analysis

Based on the given voice over IP architecture, the doc-
umentation of SIP [12, 14], and Digest Access Authenti-
cation [7], we specified the particular instance of of SIP
formally. Unfortunately, it was not possible to get a rea-
sonable interpretation of the scenario, since the SIP RFC
lacked several details of the message interactions and mes-
sage content. Therefore we monitored the implementation
by logging and analyzing network traffic using the network
monitoring toolWireshark1.

3.1 VoIP in a medium size company

Our case study is taken from a medium sized Norwegian
company with 100 employees. Most of them have a VoIP
“hard phone” from Cisco. Some also have a “soft phone” in-
stalled on their computer, an application that supports VoIP
phone calls. The configuration files counts 127 SIP phones,
including both soft and hard phones. One VoIP server run-
ning the open source softwareAsterisk2 on Linux provides
the functionality of a Private Branch eXchange (PBX).

1Wireshark: Go deep.http://www.wireshark.org/.
2Asterisk: The Open Source PBX & Telephony Platformhttp://

www.asterisk.org/

Phone calls destined to the outside, or incoming calls, are
handled by an external telecommunication provider. The
external connections use the Inter-Asterisk eXchange v2
protocol (IAX) [1]. An overview of the architecture is given
in Figure 1.

The hard phones use DHCP to obtain and configure net-
work settings. This simplifies network management. But
since dynamic IP addresses are used, the phones need to
register to the Asterisk server at startup time. During the
registration they perform Digest authentication.

Two soft-phones were used to place the SIP calls. All
network traffic between the phones and the Asterisk server
was then intercepted and logged usingWireshark.

3.2 Method

It is well known that security protocols can be hard to
specify formally [8, 3]. Based on information obtained from
monitoring network traffic, a precise specification of SIP
registration with Digest authentication was generated. This
specification was used as input to the PROSA protocol ana-
lyzer in order to validate the specification and simulate un-
compromized as well as compromised protocol instances.
A severe call-hijacking attack was found eventually, which
shows that formalization, simulation and automated analy-
sis can reveal potential and real weaknesses with the imple-
mentation of VoIP systems.

We learned that the informal specifications in RFC 3261
were incomplete: Message interaction was not specified ex-
plicitly, neither was the the ordering of elements, and con-
crete adaptation of Digest Access Authentication.

Moreover the most important implications were thatpiq

formalization of complex protocols is much faster using
network monitoring tools than without, andpiiq taking
traces from such tools give realistic specifications that are
close to the implementation.

The security analysis was performed by first obtaining
a formal specification that could be studied in itself and
by automated tool support. We used the protocol ana-
lyzer PROSA to specify a register session of SIP. The tool
consists of a formal language based on temporal epistemic
logic, a static analyzer that can automatically refine proto-
col specifications, and a simulator that can execute proto-
cols as well as attacks on protocols. By using PROSA typi-
cal errors like misprints of sender/receiver names or incom-
plete and incorrect message contents were easily discov-
ered. Then several simulations were configured, attack-free,
eavesdropping attacks and finally a severe call-hijacking at-
tack that breaks integrity of the clients address.

A consequence of the latter is that the attacker intercepts
phone calls addressed to the client, but neither the client
itself, nor the responder might know that the SIP channel is
redirected and corrupted.
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4 Formal specification of SIP

In this section we describe the formal specification of
the SIP registration and signaling sub-protocols. First we
derive specifications in high level protocol specificationsin
the form used in the literature. A protocol clause is of the
form

pP q A ÝÑ B : M

meaning “agentA sends a messageM to the agentB” The
messages in the protocols consist of basic entities as fol-
lows:

A, B, C, S, I, IpAq agent terms
KAB symmetric key shared byA, B

NA nonce generated by agentA

WY
A string containing the textY

related to agentA
XA miscellaneous entities

There are three composition operators in the notation: con-
catenation of message content denoted by “,” (comma),
hashingHrM s, and encryption denoted byEpK : Mq,
whereK denotes a key andM a message content.

4.1 Digest access authentication

Digest access authentication uses hashing, where nonces
are used to protect against crypto analysis. We letHrCs, de-
note the hashing of content C. Digest access authentication
is then given by

H1 � HrW uname
C ,W realm,K

pwd
CR s

H2 � HrWmeth,WURI
C s

response� HrH1, NR,Xnc, NC ,W qop,H2s

Written out explicitly the response yields:

HrHrW uname
C ,W realm,K

pwd
CR s,

NR,Xnc, NC ,W qop,HrWmeth,WURI
C ss

A typical application is then given by a challengerR re-
questing a clientC to authenticate as described in the fol-
lowing protocol skeleton:

pD1q R ÝÑ C : NR

pD2q C ÝÑ R : W uname
C ,W realm, NR,WURI

C ,Xnc, NC ,

W qop,HrH1, NR,Xnc, NC ,W qop,H2s

Both parties, share a common secret, a passwordK
pwd
CR ,

playing the role of a symmetric key. Initially the challenger
R sends a nonceNR to the clientC. The client responds
by sending all the basic entities in the response in plain-
text, except the password, and at the end the response itself.
The challengerR can then perform hashing according to
the response scheme above on the received entities and the

Figure 2. Digest authentication in SIP.

password to check whether the response corresponds with
the verification. The entities involved in digest access au-
thentication can be explained as follows:

W uname
C authentication username ofC

W realm defines a protective domain
K

pwd
CR shared password between clientC

and challengerR
Wmeth main method of message (like HTTP)
WURI

C Digest URI for clientC
NR nonce of the challengerR
Xnc nonce counter
NC clientC ’s nonce
W qop quality of protection

A “realm” is a protection domain on the server which is
globally unique. Each realm on the server are partitioned
into a set of logical protection spaces, each with its own
authentication scheme.

In case of the SIP protocol, the URI is interpreted as the
SIP URI, which have the same construction as an email ad-
dress  sip : user@domain ¡.

The authentication is one-way: The clientC is authen-
ticated to the challengerR. Authenticity of the clientC is
guaranteed by the secrecy of the shared keyK

pwd
CR : Agent

R can be certain that the message comes fromC, sinceC

is the only agent exceptC that possesses the key. Integrity
of the message entities involved is provided by the fact that
the hash could only be generated byC and freshness of the
message is provided by the challenger nonceNR.

4.2 The registration sub-protocol

If a SIP client is roaming or, like in our case, use DHCP
to obtain network configuration, the client must register
itself to a registration server. The SIP registration sub-
protocol accomplish this task. A registration server should
be connected to a location server that handles the bindings
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between the user’s URI and contact addresses. SIP registra-
tion without any security mechanisms configured is given
by the following specification:

pP1q C ÝÑ R : WREGISTER,WContact
C , N callid

C

pP2q R ÝÑ C : WTrying,WContact
C , N callid

C

pP3q R ÝÑ C : WOK,WContact
C , N callid

C

Initially in messagepP1q, agentC sends a registration re-
quest to the registrar serverR. AgentR gives a receipt that
the registration has been received inpP2q, and then finally
if C ’s request is accepted byR, then a notification message
is replied inpP3q. The message entities involved in the pro-
tocol scheme are:

N callid
C The session identifier for

the current registration session
WContact Contact host for client
WREGISTER REGISTER method that indicate

a registration session
WTrying 100 Trying, receipt to a

previous SIP message
WOK 200 OK method

notifies successful registration

TheN callid
C is the session identifier for the current instance

of the protocol. In the realizationN callid
C is built up by

the host address of the clientC and a nonce generated by
C. In the context of the registration protocol each regis-
tration session from one client to one particular registra-
tion server should use the sameCALLID N callid

C , in order
to prevent a delayed REGISTER request to arrive out of or-
der [12, p. 58]. The available contact hosts can be more
than one (e.g. several phones or email addresses), hence
several potential bindings for the client can be specified
by replacingWContact

C , with a sequence of potential hosts
WContact � WContact1

C , . . . ,WContactn

C .
If digest access authentication is used, as shown in Fig-

ure 2, then the registration sub-protocol can be specified as
follows:

pPD

1 q C ÝÑ R : WREGISTER,WContact
C , N callid

C

pPD

2 q R ÝÑ C : WTrying, N callid
C

pPD

3 q R ÝÑ C : WUnauth,W auth,W realm, NR, N callid
C

pPD

4 q C ÝÑ R : WREGISTER, N callid
C ,W uname

C ,W realm,

NR,WURI
C ,Xnc, NC ,W qop

HrHrW uname
C ,W realm,K

pwd
CR s, NC ,Xnc,

NR,W qop,HrWREGISTER,WURI
C ss

pPD

5 q R ÝÑ C : WTrying,WContact
C , N callid

C

pPD

6 q R ÝÑ C : WOK,WContact
C , N callid

C

In this protocol the user (or client) requests to register ata
registrar serverR, thenR gives a receipt of this message.
The challengerR then demands an authenticationpPD

3 q by
combining messagepD1q with the appropriate SIP method,

information attributes and CALLID to the client. The mean-
ing of the latter message is to request the client to authen-
ticate itself to the registrarR. The client does this by es-
sentially combining messagespP1q andpD2q in construct-
ing messagepPD

4 q. A receipt from the registrar is given for
the authentication trial inpPD

5 q, and if the serverR is able
to verify messagepPD

4 q by hashing the received plaintext
elements and the previously known shared secretK

pwd
CR ac-

cording to the response scheme, then the registrar notifies
the client about the successful registration in the final mes-
sagepPD

6 q. Note thatpPD

6 q is interpreted stronger thanpP3q,
the former means that the client has successfully registered
and is authenticated toR.

In the digest registration protocol there are thus three
new messages PD

3 , PD

4 , and PD5 and consequently additional
four message entities. These entities are described below:

WUnauth 401 Unauthorized method
request for authentication

W auth WWW-authenticate message request
NB Challenger nonce for DAA
NA Client nonce for DAA

5 Attacks on registration

SIP communication is vulnerable to several types of at-
tacks, including network layered attacks like denial of ser-
vice or eavesdropping, and SIP specific attacks like regis-
tration hijacking or call redirection.

In our case study, a disgruntled employee could easily
exploit the vulnerabilities of the company’s VoIP system.
By plugging in his laptop with VoIP attacker tool instead
of his phone, he could easily launch attacks3. Once the
attacker has access to the infrastructure, eavesdropping on
phone calls are easy since VoIP-related communication in
the company are transmitted unencrypted.

SIP calls routed externally to remote hosts, through sev-
eral Internet domains might be subject to attacks as power-
ful as the Dolev Yao attacker [5]. The Dolev Yao models
means that

(DY-1) cryptography is assumed to be perfect

(DY-2) the attacker controls the entire network

Since the underlying cryptographic operations works per-
fect (assumption DY-1) the attackerI never can use brute
force to break the underlying hashing or encryption algo-
rithms. HenceI cannot extract secret entities or decrypt
encrypted messages ifI does not possess the required se-
cret entities. However, the Dolev Yao attacker is assumed

3In our case, the attacker would have an easy target. All the phones in
the company used the last three digits of the phones phone number as the
shared secret.
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to know every cryptographic operation, like public key
schemes, symmetric encryption and decryption, concrete
hashing algorithms, ways of using HMAC’s, etc.

Assumption DY-2 implies that the attacker acts like a
router: all messages pass throughI. The attacker has the
capability to intercept any message, and fake any message.
Interceptionmeans that the attacker knows what every hon-
est agent is doing. Interception is specified formally as

paq A ÝÑ IpBq : M,

which reads “the intended messageA ÝÑ B : M , is
picked up by the attackerI”. The attacker’s capability of
fakingmeans that it can:piq impersonate as any other agent,
that is assumed to be a honest agent,piiq inject any compro-
mised entity into the message (limited to the entities that can
be obtained by assumption DY1).

The first attack on registration is eavesdropping, which
is the basis of most of the succeeding attacks. Several triv-
ial denial of service attacks can be launched by the attacker,
by changing plaintext strings, the session nonceN callid

C , or
replay an old digest authentication response used between
another clientC 1 and the registrar serverR. On the server
side the latter behavior of the “client” must be considered
to be corrupt, and the honest client might be excluded from
the service. From the eavesdropping attack, we can con-
struct the following call-hijacking attack on registration that
includes digest authentication:

pRD

1.1.aq C ÝÑ IpRq : WREGISTER,WContact
C , N callid

C

pRD

1.1.bq IpCq ÝÑ R : WREGISTER,WContact
I , N callid

C

pRD

1.2.aq R ÝÑ IpCq : WTrying, N callid
C

pRD

1.2.bq IpRq ÝÑ C : WTrying, N callid
C

pRD

1.3.aq R ÝÑ IpCq : WUnauth,W auth,W realm, NR, N callid
C

pRD

1.3.bq IpRq ÝÑ C : WUnauth,W auth,W realm, NR, N callid
C

pRD

1.4.aq C ÝÑ IpRq : WREGISTER, N callid
C ,W uname

C ,

W realm, NR,WURI
C ,Xnc, NC ,W qop,

HrHrW uname
C ,W realm,K

pwd
CR s, NC ,WXnc ,

NR,W qop,HrWREGISTER,WURI
C ss

pRD

1.4.bq IpCq ÝÑ R : WREGISTER, N callid
C ,W uname

C ,

W realm, NR,WURI
C ,Xnc, NC ,W qop,

HrHrW uname
C ,W realm,K

pwd
CR s, NC ,Xnc,

NR,W qop,HrWREGISTER,WURI
C ss

pRD

1.5.aq R ÝÑ IpCq : WTrying,WContact
I , N callid

C

pRD

1.5.bq IpRq ÝÑ C : WTrying,WContact
C , N callid

C

pRD

1.6.aq R ÝÑ IpCq : WOK,WContact
I , N callid

C

pRD

1.6.bq IpRq ÝÑ C : WOK,WContact
C , N callid

C

In the attack, the malicious agentI is able to manipulate the
client C to believe that she has successfully registered the
additional contact locationWContact

C , while the registration
server is fooled to believe thatC should be contacted using
the corrupt addressWContact

I , which is a location that the
attackerI controls. In future deployment of SIP signaling

and phone calls, the call is routed to the attackers contact
addressWContact

I .
The attackerI is passive in the attack clausesRD

1.2.a to
RD

1.4.b, corresponding to the protocol clauses PD

2 and PD4 , the
part of the protocol where authentication occurs, whileI is
active and injecting the corrupt contact address in the proto-
col clausespPD

1 , PD

5 , PD

6 q. A timely question is what kind of
authentication or integrity guarantees are given by the appli-
cation of Digest Access Authentication. The shared secret
does not prevent the attacker to compromise the contact ad-
dress.The attack can be prevented by changing the Digest
response to include the contact address(es):

HrHrW uname
C ,W realm,K

pwd
CR s,WContact

C ,

NR,Xnc, NC ,W qop,HrWREGISTER,WURI
C ss

When the registrar receives the response, the integrity of
the contact address is preserved and fake contact addresses
might be discovered. An alternative solution is to keep the
specification unchanged but letWURI

C � WContact
C in order

ascertain the integrity of the contact address.

5.1 Analysis of SIP in PROSA

The translation from the standard protocol specifications
in Section 4 is straightforward as shown in Figure 3. A con-
cise specification of the registration sub-protocol was ob-
tained quickly by usingWireshark. It took approximately
six man hours of work to have a executable specification
of the concrete setup of SIP, thanks to the advanced vali-
dation mechanism of PROSA [9]. A test-scenario with the
user and the Asterisk server was configured: Each agent
possesses the protocol and capability of constructing ap-
propriate nonce. Three configurations of the scenario were
applied, that is, simulations with: (a) perfect network and
no attacker, (b) an eavesdropper sniffing all messages, (c)
an active call-hijacking attack. In each case Digest authen-
tication was used, with assumption (DY-1). The integrity
of the contact address was not preserved in the active call-
hijacking attack: A query on the final state shows that the at-
tacker successfully had compromised the address and could
thereby redirect all calls through its own device.

6 Conclusion

We showed that for large and complex protocols like SIP
it is possible to formally specify the details of the message
exchange on a level that permits automated security anal-
ysis. The formal specification and simulation of protocols
from IETF, like SIP, reveals several potential and real de-
ficiencies that are not easily spot reading informal descrip-
tions like RFCs.

A severe attack on registration was discovered in this pa-
per, an instance of the general call-hijacking attacks. Both
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protocolrSIP � register, 0,

rolepAq ^ rolepRq,
rolepAq ^ rolepRq, rolepAq,

BelApisKeypkeyps, A, Rqqq
B Transmit pA, R, TextpREGISTERq^

TextpCONTACTq ^ isNoncepnpCALLID , Aqqq
B Transmit pR, A, Textp100 TRYINGq ^ isNoncepnpCALLID , Aqqq
B Transmit pR, A, Textp401 Unauthorizedq ^ TextpWWW-Authenticateq^

TextpAsteriskq ^ isNoncepnpMD5, Rqq ^ isNoncepnpCALLID , Aqqq
B Transmit pA, R, TextpREGISTERq ^ TextpUsernameq ^ TextpAsteriskq

^ isNonce pnpMD5, Rqq ^ AgentpRq ^ isNoncepnpMD5A, Aqq^
TextpNonce Counterq ^ TextpAuthq^

HashrHashrTextpUsernameq ^ TextpAsteriskq ^ isKeypkeyps, A, Rqqs^
isNoncepnpMD5, Rqq ^ TextpNonce Counterq^
isNoncepnpMD5A, Aqq ^ TextpAuthq

^ Hash rTextpREGISTERq ^ AgentpRqss ^ isNoncepnpCALLID , Aqqq
B Transmit pR, A, Textp100 TRYINGq^

TextpCONTACTq ^ isNoncepnpCALLID , Aqqq
B Transmit pR, A, Textp200 OKq^

TextpCONTACTq ^ isNoncepnpCALLID , Aqqq
B εs

Figure 3. SIP registration specified in PROSA.

the discovery as well as the repair relied on the formal spec-
ification of the case study that was investigated. A prac-
tical problem discussed in this paper is that when mecha-
nisms, like Digest Access Authentication, is combined with
a given protocol, like registration, the security of the com-
bined protocol is only clearly understood when it is formally
analyzed. The approach taken in the paper can be used to
rapidly specify and analyse different aspects and scenarios
of SIP, closely related to implementations. Various config-
uration Call setup, Secure SIP, routing over several proxies
can be explored with the same techniques as proposed in the
paper.
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